
 

CSC Position Paper Guideline  

Research  

Finding information to prepare for the Chinese State Council is a little bit different from regular UN committees. Instead 
of starting from the UN website, you may find it easier to begin your research with http://www.gov.cn to learn more 
about the jurisdictions, structures, procedures etc. of CSC. This section will point you to a couple of sources that will be 
helpful when you are researching for your position paper.  

Source 1: Topic Synopsis Works Cited page When writing the topic synopsis, the Dais looked through numerous 
sources and most of them are primary sources and academic research articles. Going to the websites that we visited can 
be helpful. Your school might have access to some academic databases, if you ask your advisor and teachers. However 
if you don’t, since we have access to UC Berkeley’s academic database but you do not, if you are interested in particular 
articles, feel free to contact us and we can download it and sent it to you.  

Source 2: 中国人口信息网 http://www.cpirc.org.cn/ 中国人口信息网 is a like the Census in U.S.; On that website you can 
get a lot of information on not only the latest population policy updates, but also China’s population demographics in 
general.  

Source 3: 中华人民共和国国家统计局官网 http://www.stats.gov.cn/tjsj/pcsj/  

Source 4: The Reference of Wikipedia and 百度百科 Wikipedia is a wonderful and must-go-to place when you start 
your research. However, none of the information on the Wikipedia page should appear in your position paper because 
everyone can create and edit a Wikipedia page without identity verification. But the good thing is at the bottom of 
each page, there is a list of references. You can use those references to guide your research and figure out what 
primary sources you should look at next.  

Source 5: Google Scholar Google Scholar is different than regular search on Google. Google Scholar will only show 
you articles from prestigious academic journals and published books. Those are the reliable sources.  

If you found some articles that you are interested in but they ask you to pay to have access, please contact your head 
chair, Rita. She will probably be able to download the articles through UC Berkeley and send those to you.  

Source 6: Department websites and International organizations websites An easy way to identify official government 
website is that they are all .gov. International organizations such as WTO, AIIB, and other news agencies such as The 
Economist, BBC, the Guardian, NY Times, Washington Posts etc. are also great sources.  
 

Structure  

We expect you to break up your position papers into three parts:  

1. Topic Background  
In this part, we expect you to answer a couple of questions:  

• What has CSC done addressing issues under this topic? Any policies have been released?  

• Are those policies effective? What are the problems that those policies failed to address or even caused?  

• Who are you (position and ministry)? What have you done in CSC and in the Party? What positions have your 



 

served before? ( The “WHO AM I” questions in rubric refer to these questions) 

2. Minister’s Position  

• What is your (as a minister) view on the topic? Back it up with evidences.  

• What have your ministry done regarding this specific topic?  

• What are some of the major benefits and problems that you believe should be addressed during the debate? 
Why? Use evidences to back it up.  

3. Proposed Solutions  

• What are the actions that you propose based on the ministry you are leading? Back those actions up with 
evidences.  

• How will your proposal address the problems you listed before in the Topic Background section of your paper?  

• Which ministries, government agencies and international organizations that your ministry would like to work with 
and why?  

• What are some of the potential counter-arguments that people may have to criticize your proposal?  

• Address the counter-argument and back your claims up with evidences.  

As you might have noticed, there is not a clear section of the paper asking you to answer the questions listed out in 
Questions to Consider. The questions we asked at the end of the Topic Synopsis are questions again to get you 
started. We expect you to demonstrate that you have considered all those questions in your paper.   

We hope that through the process of writing the position paper, you will be able to experience coherent academic 
writing in English and form an argument and support your argument.  

Format  

Delegates are expected to follow the format listed below. Please note that wrong format may result in receiving no 
grade for the position paper.  

One position paper is due per delegation for each topic on the committee agenda, whether the country has been 
assigned to a single delegate or a pair of delegates. On each submission delegates should use only their committee, 
country, and topic for identification purposes. Personal and school names are not allowed for the purposes of blind 
grading  

The main body of your position paper should be 5-10 pages long for each topic. In the header, please only put                                         
Committee, Position and the topic. Please do not put your name, school or any other information in the header.  

● Please submit in .pdf 
● 5 pages minimum per topic (page count does not include Works Cited) 
● Double spaced 
● 12-point font, Times New Roman 
● 1-inch margins 
● Indicate in your header your committee, country, and topic  
● please do not include your name or school name  
● All citations should be done in the MLA format  

   



 

Position Paper Rubric  
 

Sections  Exceeds 
Expectations 

Meets 
Expectations 

Attempts to Meet 
Expectations 

Needs 
Improvement 

Missing Section 

Topic Background 
(20%) 

Paper does an 
exceptional job of 
thoroughly 
covering 
background of the 
issue and past and 
current action, is 
not just a summary 
of the synopsis, 
uses multiple 
reputable sources, 
and is written using 
professional 
language. Does not 
mention ministry 
involvement in this 
topic, but does 
answer the 
question: WHO AM 
I? 

Paper does a good 
job of covering 
background of the 
issue and past and 
current action, is 
not just a summary 
of the synopsis, 
uses a couple of 
reputable sources, 
and is written using 
professional 
language. Does not 
mention ministry 
involvement,but 
does answer the 
question: WHO AM 
I? 
 

Paper attempts to 
cover background 
of the issue and 
past and current 
action, is close to a 
summary of the 
synopsis, uses few 
reputable sources, 
and is not written 
entirely in 
professional 
language. Might 
mention ministry 
involvement, which 
is not covered in 
this section, but 
briefly answer the 
question: WHO AM 
I? 
 

Paper briefly covers 
some relevant 
background of the 
issue and past and 
current action, but 
is mostly a 
summary of the 
topic synopsis. 
Uses little to no 
reputable sources 
and is not written 
using professional 
language. 
Mentions ministry 
involvement, which 
is not covered in 
this section. Does 
not answer the 
question: WHO AM 
I? 

Section is missing 
entirely. 

Position 
(20%) 

Paper does an 
exceptional job of 
thoroughly 
covering their 
ministry’s policy, 
position and 
involvement with 
the topic. It uses 
multiple reputable 
sources, and is 
written using 
professional 
language. 

Paper does a good 
job of covering 
their ministry’s 
policy, position and 
involvement with 
the topic. It uses a 
couple of reputable 
sources, and is 
written using 
professional 
language. 

Paper attempts to 
cover their 
ministry’s policy, 
position and 
involvement with 
the topic. It uses 
few reputable 
sources, and is not 
entirely written in 
professional 
language. 

Paper briefly 
discusses ministry’s 
policy, position and 
involvement with 
the topic. It uses 
little to no 
reputable sources 
and is not written 
using professional 
language.  

Section is missing 
entirely. 

Proposed Solutions 
(20%) 

Paper does an 
exceptional job of 
explaining in depth 
and well thought 
out solutions that 
perfectly reflect 
ministry policy and 
position. Solutions 
are well organized 
and well 
researched, 
keeping in mind 
feasibility and 
pre-existing 
solutions. 

Paper does a good 
job of explaining 
thought out 
solutions that 
reflect ministry 
policy and position. 
Solutions are well 
organized and well 
researched, 
keeping in mind 
feasibility and 
pre-existing 
solutions. 

Paper attempts to 
propose solutions 
that somewhat 
reflect ministry 
policy and position. 
There was an 
attempt at 
organizing and 
researching 
solutions, but 
needed more work 
and background 
knowledge to 
enhance their 
proposed 
solutions. 

Paper proposes 
solutions that are 
either against 
ministry policy and 
position or are not 
feasible. Paper 
does not display 
much research or 
understanding of 
the topic. 

Section is missing 
entirely. 

Responses to 
Questions to 
Consider 
(20%) 

Paper followed 
directions and 
responded to two 
questions to 
consider and 
clearly identified 
which two 
questions they 

Paper followed 
directions and 
responded to two 
questions to 
consider and 
clearly identified 
which two 
questions they 

Paper either 
followed directions 
and responded to 
two questions but 
somewhat poorly, 
or only answered 
one question and 
did a good job with 

Paper either 
followed directions 
and responded to 
two questions but 
poorly, or only 
answered one 
question and did a 
somewhat fair job 

Section is missing 
entirely. 



 

selected to 
respond to. 
Responses were 
well thought out, 
well researched, 
and written in a 
professional matter 
from the 
perspective of the 
country. Shows 
deep 
understanding of 
topic. 

selected to 
respond to. 
Responses were 
reasonably thought 
out, researched, 
and written in a 
professional matter 
from the 
perspective of the 
country. Shows fair 
understanding of 
topic. 

that one response. 
Responses 
attempted to 
answer question, 
but fell somewhat 
short of being well 
thought out. Shows 
an okay 
understanding of 
topic. 

with that one 
response. 
Responses 
attempted to 
answer question, 
but fell short of 
being well thought 
out. Shows a 
somewhat shallow 
understanding of 
topic. 

References(10%)  Paper is perfectly 
cited in MLA 
format.  

Paper is nearly 
perfect cited in 
MLA format. 

Paper has minor 
citation errors. 

Paper has major 
citation errors. 

Paper does not cite 
any sources. 

Chair’s Discretion 
(10%) 

Paper is perfectly 
formatted, 
perfectly cited, and 
only has minor 
grammatical errors 
if any at all.  

Paper is nearly 
perfect in 
formatting, is cited 
well, and has a few 
minor grammatical 
errors. 

Paper has minor 
formatting errors 
and issues with 
citations with some 
grammatical errors.  

Paper has major 
formatting errors 
and issues with 
citations with many 
grammatical errors. 

Format entirely not 
followed. No 
citations and major 
grammatical errors. 

 

Citation  

It is extremely critical that you cite all of your sources. Ideas or quotes that you get from other sources must be cited 
and referenced appropriately according to MLA format. If you have any questions about proper referencing or citing, 
you can use the Topic Synopsis as a sample. Also, we would strongly recommend you to go to Purdue Online Writing 
Lab. Here is the URL: https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/. Both English and Chinese position papers 
must be cited in the MLA format. 

Please note any instances in which you quote or use someone else’s ideas without citing them, you will lose 10% 
point off of your position paper grade. We will be forced to give you a 0 for the entire paper if there is a significant 
lack of proper citation. To the extent that the lack of citation resembles plagiarism, the delegate(s) may not be 
eligible for an award, according to the Head Chair’s discretion.  

Submission Instructions:  

Please follow the Huxley Submission Guide in BMUN’s POSITION PAPER GUIDE to submit your position 
papers. 

Position Papers are due on February 6th to be considered for the Best Position Paper Award, and February 13th to be 
considered for any committee award. Late submissions will not be considered, and submissions will be graded on a 
rolling basis. It is advised that delegates submit their position paper when they are done instead of waiting till 11:59 
PST the day of the deadline to get it in, to avoid technical difficulties.  

Please note that unexcused late submission or no submission will automatically result in a 0 for the position paper 
portion of you award grade calculation.  

After Submission We will return your position papers with comments and a grade based on the rubric at least one 
week before the conference so you will have enough time to look at the comments and research more in-depth on the 
topic. Again, you are more than welcomed to contact the Dais, especially Zishen Liu (zliu@bmun.org). We will try our 
best to get back to you within 24 hours. Good luck! And Have FUN!  

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/


 

 


